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generative art, layout design, bookmaking 
24 pages, 2021 

the enlightened machine

I made this booklet to explore and visually represent the process 
of machine learning. All content, both visual and textual, was 
generated with a machine learning program trained on my own 
photos and art. I curated the hundreds of  images and poems 
generated, selecting those that most aligned with my concept. 
The book is bound with electrical wire to embody the union of 
technology and art. Edition of three (red, green, and blue).







packaging design, branding, CNC 
2021

f lux

The objective of this project was to find a $1 object at a thrift 
store and elevate its perceived value through packaging design. 
I chose a copper bottle and elevated its elegant form and sheen 
with a spiraling cylindrical wrap and tightly matching copper 
ink. The matte paper and black secondary text were chosen to 
make the metallic detail pop. All printing was done with a pen 
plotter using metallic markers and art pens. The two halves of the 
package can separate, snapping onto the bottle with magnets.







packaging design, branding 
2021

l ight source

I created a brand identity and an array of package designs 
for the fictional company Light Source. The company focuses 
on providing cannabis and other drug-related products while 
promoting safe usage and harm reduction. I created packages for 
recreational products—like edibles and vape juice—alongside 
fentanyl test strips and resources on addiction recovery.







branding, typography, layout design 
2021

moop

I created a new branding system for the bag company Moop, 
using their story and manufacturing process as inspiration. I unified 
the brand with a minimalist aesthetic, a simple color palette, a 
refined typeface, and an emphasis on negative space. Final 
designs include a product brochure, postcards, website designs, 
and style guides for print and digital use.







photography, layout design, creative writing 
128 pages, 2022

crestfall ing

A book showcasing photographs of vacant and decaying 
houses I took around Utah, accompanied by found quotes and 
personal poetry. The themes in the book revolve around the 
nature of loss, abandonment, and trauma. A subtle narrative is 
established as the photographs progress from newly deserted 
houses all the way to completely annihilated ruins.







photography, sculpture, design, illustration
2019–2022 

miscellaneous personal work






